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Introduction to WFEIS
The Wildland Fire Emissions Information System (WFEIS) is a
web-based tool to geospatially compute wildland fire
emissions for user-specified locations and date ranges at a
moderate spatial scale (1-km spatial resolution)
The system currently
calculates emissions from
fires within the United States
from 1984 to 2012.
Development of
WFEIS-International is a
concept to emulate the
US-based system for other
countries to do regionalscale modeling of emissions
from wildland fire.

http://wfeis.mtri.org

WFEIS Architecture
 WFEIS uses RESTful software
architecture to implement its
Application Programming
Interface (API) for producing
emissions estimates.
 Built from open-source software
components:
• a Django/Apache2 web
framework;
• a PostgreSQL/PostGIS
database backend; and
• a user-interface designed
using Sencha Ext JS
JavaScript framework.
 Users access WFEIS emissions model:
• through the Emissions Calculator user
interface;
• via properly encoded URL requests (to
run batch queries).
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Summary
WFEIS is not an inventory of fire emissions, but rather a
system that provides open access to the modeling tools
needed to quantify emissions from mapped fires.
Spatial data layers are combined within a geospatial data
framework that uses existing models to estimate and map
fuel consumption and emissions using established methods.
All of the data and modeling tools are available with existing
global data products, and many countries or regions have
customized data on fire occurrence or vegetation, which
could be used for emissions modeling.
WFEIS-International could be a valuable tool for addressing
decision making and reporting needs for many regions
where fire is an important factor in air quality, carbon
cycling, or land/smoke management.

http://wfeis.mtri.org

